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Introduction

Current work

• Authorship attribution (AA) is the computational task of identifying the author of a
• given text by examining samples of texts written by a number of candidate authors
(Joula, 2012)
• At PAN-CLEF 2019 () an open-set AA task was proposed.
• Current participation is an extension of previous year’s EACH-USP ensemble
approach to closed-set AA (Custódio & Paraboni, 2018)

• EACH-USP ensemble model (Custódio & Paraboni, 2018) combines three models:
• Word n-grams, character n-grams, and a text distortion model
• We presently added a fourth classifier, a character ranking model that computes
character adjacency graphs and uses PageRank (Page et. al., 1999) to select the
most influential characters of a set of documents of a given author.
• Moreover, the openness aspect of the current AA task is dealt with by assigning the
unknown author (<UNK>) label to the input text when the standard deviation of the
corresponding row is below a 0:05 threshold.

Data analysis
• PAN-CLEF 2019 AA development dataset conveys 20 problems in four languages
(English, French, Italian and Spanish), with nine candidate authors per problem,
seven documents per candidate and an average of 4500 characters per document
• First step consisted of understanding the AA problem in this setting

Results
• Better results for Italian and French
• Still outperformed by the original EACH-USP model for English and Spanish
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